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Preamble:A one day Seminar on Artificial Intelligence in Vehicle to 

Everything (V2X) Communication Technologyconducted on 25th August 2022 

10am Venue at Seminar Hall, Administrative block, Adikavi Nannaya 

University Rajahmundry, East Godavari, AP. Chief Patron Prof.M Jagannadha 

Rao, Hon’ble Vice Chancellor AKNU, Prof.T Ashok, Registrar AKNU,Prof S. 

Teki, OSD AKNU,Co-Patron Dr V Persis, Principal, UCE AKNU, Convener 

Mr B. Sudha Kiran, Course Coordinator of Dept. Of ECE. Key Speaker of the 

Seminar is Dr Kiran Kumar Gurrala, Associate Professor&HODDept of ECE 

National Institute of Technology, Andhra Pradesh. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key Speaker Profile: Dr Kiran Kumar Gurrala, 

Associate Prof&HOD Dept of ECE National 

Institute of Technology, Andhra Pradesh. He 

completed his B.Tech in Electronics and 

Communication Engineering from JNTUH. 

M.Tech with a Specialization in Telematics and 

Signal Processing from National Institute of 

Technology Rourkela. He did his Ph.D.in Wireless 

Communication from National Institute of 

Technology Rourkela. He worked in Anurag 

Engineering College kodad, worked as Assistant 

Professor for 2 years. 

Now, he is working as head of the department, 



department of ECE,National Institute of Technology Tadepalligudam, Andhra 

Pradesh. His Research Interests are wireless Communication (5G), Physical 

Layer Security and Visible Light Communication. He attends 14 IEEE 

International Conferences and presented a paper. He Published more than 8 

Articles in various National and International Journals include fine SCI 

journals. 
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Description about the Program:Dr G. Kiran Kumar explain detail about the 

Artificial Intelligence in Vehicle to Everything (V2X) Communication 

Technology. 

 
The recent wireless networks use advanced communication technologies to 

connect numerous elements such as vehicles, pedestrians, infrastructure, 

highways, etc. The concept of V2X (vehicle-to-everything) communication is 

introduced as a result of advanced communication technologies. Vehicle-to-

vehicle (V2V), vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I), vehicle-to-pedestrian (V2P), and 

vehicle-to-cloud (V2C) communications are all possible through V2X 

communications. In a nutshell, V2X provides a platform for intelligent 

transportation. Road safety (traffic jam/incident reporting, collision warning, 

and collision avoidance), cooperative autonomous driving (traffic information 

sharing), entertainment services, and many other use cases are the applications 

of V2X communications in the context of Artificial intelligent (AI). Automobile 

firms are continuously developing more intelligent vehicles aiming to reliable 

life of passengers. With various unique technologies and AI research and 

development, travel is becoming more efficient and reliable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Potential topics include but are not limited to the following: 

 V2V communications-based real-time traffic monitoring for congestion 

detection and avoidance 

 hybrid V2V and V2I based scheme for traffic management 

 V2X based smart parking 

 AI algorithm for ITS 

 V2I communications-based real-time traffic monitoring for congestion 

detection and avoidance 



 Advanced cellular based (5G or 6G) sensing technologies for traffic 

monitoring and analysis 

 
The cusp of a new era of connected autonomous vehicles with unprecedented 

user experiences, tremendously improved road safety and air quality, highly 

diverse transportation environments and use cases, and a plethora of advanced 

applications. Realizing this grand vision requires a significantly enhanced 

vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communication network that should be extremely 

intelligent and capable of concurrently supporting hyperfast, ultrareliable, and  

 

 

low-latency massive information exchange. It is anticipated that the sixth-

generation (6G) communication systems will fulfill these requirements of the 

next-generation V2X. In this article, we outline a series of key enabling 

technologies from a range of domains, such as new materials, algorithms, and 

system architectures. Aiming for truly intelligent transportation systems, we 

envision that machine learning (ML) will play an instrumental role in advanced 

vehicular communication and networking. To this end, we provide an overview 

of the recent advances of ML in 6G vehicular networks. To stimulate future 



research in this area, we discuss the strength, open challenges, maturity, and 

enhancing areas of these technologies. 

 
The advancement in communications, intelligent transportation systems, and 

computational systems has opened up new opportunities for intelligent traffic 

safety, comfort, and efficiency solutions. Artificial intelligence (AI) has been 

widely used to optimize traditional data-driven approaches in different areas of  

 

 

 

the scientific research. Vehicle-to-everything (V2X) system together with AI 

can acquire the information from diverse sources, can expand the driver’s 

perception, and can predict to avoid potential accidents, thus enhancing the 

comfort, safety, and efficiency of the driving. This paper presents a 

comprehensive survey of the research works that have utilized AI to address 

various research challenges in V2X systems. We have summarized the 

contribution of these research works and categorized them according to the 

application domains. Finally, we present open problems and research challenges 

that need to be addressed for realizing the full potential of AI to advance V2X 

systems. 



 

 

Feedback:Vehicle to Everything (V2X) is a vehicular communication system 

that supports the transfer of information from a vehicle to moving parts of the 

traffic system that may affect the vehicle. The main purpose of V2X technology 

is to improve road safety, energy savings, and traffic efficiency on the roads. is 

a very useful technology and the demand from the industry seems to be growing 

every year. AI has the potential to make traffic more efficient, ease traffic 

congestion, free driver's time, make parking easier, and encourage car- and 

ridesharing. As AI helps to keep road traffic flowing, it can also reduce fuel 

consumption caused by vehicles idling when stationary and improve air quality 

and urban planning. Vehicle-to-X technology (V2X) helps to reduce the number 

of deaths by making the invisible, visible. An electronic emergency brake light, 

for example, warns the driver that a vehicle that is nearby but not visible is 

beginning to brake. V2X can also help to detect road hazards or vulnerable 

pedestrians. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


